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Negentropy Maximization PrincipleNegentropy Maximization Principle

• NMPNMP defines the variational principle for the dynamics of  defines the variational principle for the dynamics of 
consciousness and is analogous to second law. consciousness and is analogous to second law. Information gain in Information gain in 
quantum jump  is maximizedquantum jump  is maximized.   Reduction of entanglement entropy .   Reduction of entanglement entropy 
maximal in quantum jump.  Explains why state function reduction maximal in quantum jump.  Explains why state function reduction 
occurs.occurs.

• Many kinds reductions of entanglement entropy.   Entanglement Many kinds reductions of entanglement entropy.   Entanglement 
between classical degrees of freedom represented by the dynamics of between classical degrees of freedom represented by the dynamics of 
 interior of space-time and degrees of freedom of light-like partonic  interior of space-time and degrees of freedom of light-like partonic 
3-surfaces in the 3-surfaces in the usual state function reductionusual state function reduction..

• Time-like entanglementTime-like entanglement between positive and negative energy parts  between positive and negative energy parts 
of zero energy state is reduced when S-matrix  identified as unitary of zero energy state is reduced when S-matrix  identified as unitary 
matrix representing time like entanglement is reduced.  matrix representing time like entanglement is reduced.  
Measurement of reaction rates in particle physics experiment. This S-Measurement of reaction rates in particle physics experiment. This S-
matrix is not same as U-matrix associated with the unitary process matrix is not same as U-matrix associated with the unitary process 
possibly generating entanglement between interior and boundary possibly generating entanglement between interior and boundary 
degrees of freedom. degrees of freedom. 

• In state preparation entanglement between partons is reduced and In state preparation entanglement between partons is reduced and 
leads to initial state of particle reaction experiment with well-defined leads to initial state of particle reaction experiment with well-defined 
quantum numbers. quantum numbers. 

To the beginningTo the beginning
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About the definition of  entanglement About the definition of  entanglement 
entropyentropy

• In standard quantum theory definition of entanglement entropy In standard quantum theory definition of entanglement entropy 
unique. Number theoretic vision provides alternatives.unique. Number theoretic vision provides alternatives.

• Number theoretic entanglement entropyNumber theoretic entanglement entropy. TGD allows to assign to . TGD allows to assign to 
parton unique prime (eigen modes of modified Dirac operator). parton unique prime (eigen modes of modified Dirac operator). 
Replace the argument of logarithm of rational valued probability in Replace the argument of logarithm of rational valued probability in 
Shannon’s entropy with its p-adic norm. The resultiong entropy is Shannon’s entropy with its p-adic norm. The resultiong entropy is 
additive.  Prescription generalizes to algebraic extensions.additive.  Prescription generalizes to algebraic extensions.

•   Number theoreticNumber theoretic   entropy  can be negative entropy  can be negative! ! 

• Should one characterize entanglement of partons having same Should one characterize entanglement of partons having same pp  
using this entropy or does p characterized entanglement rather using this entropy or does p characterized entanglement rather 
than systems themselves? than systems themselves? 

To the beginningTo the beginning
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• Minimization of the number theoretic entanglement  entropy Minimization of the number theoretic entanglement  entropy 
with respect to prime pwith respect to prime p allows to assign a unique prime  allows to assign a unique prime pp to a  to a 
system. In the case of entanglement entropy for  information  system. In the case of entanglement entropy for  information  
maximizing prime maximizing prime pp  would be assigned to   would be assigned to entanglement itselfentanglement itself  
represented geometrically by represented geometrically by join along boundaries bondsjoin along boundaries bonds..

• Interpretation as information?Interpretation as information? Information carrying  Information carrying 
entanglement as correlate for experience of understanding?  entanglement as correlate for experience of understanding?  
Cognitive entanglement involving p-adic numbers necessarily Cognitive entanglement involving p-adic numbers necessarily 
of this kind. What about real-real entanglement?   Possible of this kind. What about real-real entanglement?   Possible 
application: quantum computers.application: quantum computers.

• Number theoretic vision: physics essentially algebraic number Number theoretic vision: physics essentially algebraic number 
based (plus simple transcendentals like e).  based (plus simple transcendentals like e).  Is entanglement Is entanglement 
always algebraicalways algebraic so that entanglement entropy would be  so that entanglement entropy would be 
always non-positive?  Or is only entanglement between always non-positive?  Or is only entanglement between 
different number fields algebraic?different number fields algebraic?

• Formation of bound state entanglement leading to coherent Formation of bound state entanglement leading to coherent 
structures would be favored by NMP. structures would be favored by NMP. 

To the beginningTo the beginning
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• Single ray in state space has vanishing norm in real context Single ray in state space has vanishing norm in real context  for  for 
hyperfinite factors of type IIhyperfinite factors of type II11.  Entanglement can be reduced only in the .  Entanglement can be reduced only in the 
limits of a measurement resolution defined by Jones inclusion  limits of a measurement resolution defined by Jones inclusion  NN M. M.   
What does this mean from the point of view of NMP? What does this mean from the point of view of NMP? 

• Interpretation in terms of measurement resolutionInterpretation in terms of measurement resolution. Quantum Clifford . Quantum Clifford 
algebra  algebra  M/N M/N creates  the space of states in which state function reduction creates  the space of states in which state function reduction 
occurs in the usual manner. occurs in the usual manner. NN takes the role of complex numbers.   The  takes the role of complex numbers.   The 
spinor space corresponding to  spinor space corresponding to  NN replaces complex ray.  replaces complex ray. 

• State function reduction would lead to a single “ray “ identifiable as State function reduction would lead to a single “ray “ identifiable as NN in  in 
quantum spinor space associated with quantum spinor space associated with MM.   Final states differing by action .   Final states differing by action 
of of NN equivalent. equivalent.

• How to define entanglement entropy in this kind of situation? How to define entanglement entropy in this kind of situation? 
Entanglement matrix should  be crossing symmetric with respect to Entanglement matrix should  be crossing symmetric with respect to NN  
since N plays the role of complex numbers.  Are coefficients of since N plays the role of complex numbers.  Are coefficients of 
entanglement matrix entanglement matrix NN-valued. Are even entanglement probabilities -valued. Are even entanglement probabilities NN--
valued? Does number theoretic entropy emerge naturally in the proposed valued? Does number theoretic entropy emerge naturally in the proposed 
framework?framework?

• Could one have ordinary state function reduction and entanglement in  the Could one have ordinary state function reduction and entanglement in  the 
state space spanned by  operators defining quantum spinor components? state space spanned by  operators defining quantum spinor components? 

NMP and  hyperfinite factors of type IINMP and  hyperfinite factors of type II11 To the beginningTo the beginning



  

• The spinor space associated with M/N The spinor space associated with M/N could  be identifiedcould  be identified as complex  as complex 
quantum planequantum plane or its generalization.  or its generalization. 

• The elements ofThe elements of M/N M/N matrices and  components of quantum spinor  matrices and  components of quantum spinor 
non-commuting operators.   In what sense (if any)  can one   speak non-commuting operators.   In what sense (if any)  can one   speak 
about about state function reduction for quantum spinorstate function reduction for quantum spinor??

• If  eigenvalues of  “spin” are in  If  eigenvalues of  “spin” are in  N, N,  one can have state function  one can have state function 
reduction to a state in which all but  one component of quantum spinor reduction to a state in which all but  one component of quantum spinor 
annihilates the state. The non-vanishing component acts like element annihilates the state. The non-vanishing component acts like element 
of of NN on physical state.  The non-commutativity of quantum spinor  on physical state.  The non-commutativity of quantum spinor 
component with component with NN saves from paradox. saves from paradox.

• Observation:  the  moduli squared for components of quantum spinor Observation:  the  moduli squared for components of quantum spinor 
commute and can be diagonalized simultaneously. The corresponding commute and can be diagonalized simultaneously. The corresponding 
probabilities have universal spectrum given in terms of rationals. A probabilities have universal spectrum given in terms of rationals. A 
possible interpretation is in terms of possible interpretation is in terms of fuzzy logic and fuzzy beliefsfuzzy logic and fuzzy beliefs. Only . Only 
forfor M:N=4 M:N=4 it is possible to have non-fuzzy beliefs and non-fuzzy logic.  it is possible to have non-fuzzy beliefs and non-fuzzy logic. 
How this relates to the picture about state function reduction?  Does How this relates to the picture about state function reduction?  Does 
fuzziness correspond to measurement resolution characterized by fuzziness correspond to measurement resolution characterized by NN..

To the beginningTo the beginning
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• What about cognitive measurementsWhat about cognitive measurements?  ?  Could Could p-adicp-adic
 probabilities save the ray?   probabilities save the ray?  Discretization strongly suggested.  Discretization strongly suggested.  

• Analogy:  p-adic and real partonic 3-surfaces have discrete set of Analogy:  p-adic and real partonic 3-surfaces have discrete set of 
common points selected from continuum. common points selected from continuum. 

• p-Adic integers infinitely large in real sense are finite in p-adic p-Adic integers infinitely large in real sense are finite in p-adic 
sense  and have finite real counterparts obtained by canonical sense  and have finite real counterparts obtained by canonical 
identification of p-adics and reals (identification of p-adics and reals (  x xnnppnn    x xnnpp-n-n).  Probability ).  Probability 
for single ray infinitesimal as real number could have finite norm for single ray infinitesimal as real number could have finite norm 
in p-adic sense and would be mapped to a finite real number.in p-adic sense and would be mapped to a finite real number.

• For cognitive entanglement rational entanglement probabilities For cognitive entanglement rational entanglement probabilities 
very natural as is also negative entanglement entropy.  very natural as is also negative entanglement entropy.  

NMP and   p-adic probabilitiesNMP and   p-adic probabilities To the beginningTo the beginning
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